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About Imperial Industries
Backed by over three decades of experience, with installations around the world, Imperial
helps companies not only meet their bulk storage needs, but also optimize their material
processing and manufacturing operations through tank design and accessory equipment.
The company’s reputation reflects its commitment to providing its customers an unequaled
combination of quality and value through proprietary tank design and construction
capabilities, customization flexibility and service.

Design and Engineering
Specializing exclusively in tank design, Imperial engineers use proprietary tank design software
to transform your application requirements into custom storage solutions supported by
detailed drawings, materials lists, production schedules and cost estimates. The program
incorporates data developed from hundreds of installations; plus factors such as wind load,
soil and seismic conditions; as well as current local, national, and international building
codes. Underlying our engineers’ expertise are close working relationships and ongoing
communication with our customers.

Fabrication

Pride of workmanship is evident in every
Imperial tank. From thorough inspection
of incoming materials, to computerized
metal cutting and shaping technologies,
to ongoing training and certification of
our workforce, Imperial tanks are built
better. Every Imperial welder is qualified to
ASME Section IX standards and their work
is overseen by AWS certified inspectors.

The CUSTOMERS’ CHOICE

for bulk storage tank solutions

Construction Capabilities

Imperial welded tanks, blenders and bins are available in a
broad selection of materials, designs, sizes and features to
meet the most demanding specifications:

Materials - Depending on specific application needs,
Imperial constructs tanks from carbon steel, stainless steel,
aluminum or any of several specialty alloys.
One-piece welded construction provides superior

strength, integrity, and performance and as well as easy onsite installation.

Sizes up to 16’ in diameter (holding 10,000 cubic feet

or 75,000 gallons maximum) are factory complete and
delivered as a single unit. Larger tanks available as
components for field assembly.

Silo support options - choice of skirt, structural leg or lug
supports. Modification for load cell mounting also available
for all designs.
Linings and coatings - Our Polane® Urethane is factory

applied in a controlled environment and meets all industry
and federal standards (see following page for more
information). Imperial also applies special applications to
meet customer preferred paint specifications.

Operational designs to accommodate mass flowing,

free-flowing and blended material operations.

Hopper designs for center draw, chisel bottom and
transitional-multiple outlets.

Liquid storage available in both vertical and saddle
supported horizontal tanks.

Customization capabilities - Imperial maintains a full

complement of standard designs, all of which can be
customized for specific applications.

The “Polane® Urethane” Protection Process

The “Polane® Urethane” Protection Process was developed as a result of customers demanding a finish and coating
process that would be durable, corrosion resistant, display superior fade resistance and have a high gloss finish. With
the assistance of the Sherwin Williams Technical Team, we were the pioneers in our Industry of the “Polane® Urethane”
Protection Process. We have remained committed to the process through the years as others have only tried
to duplicate.

Surface Preparation

With any paint or coating process it all starts with the
surface preparation. At Imperial, we took that one step
further and actually took a close look at our design of
welded storage tanks to assure as clean a surface as
possible to obtain the best results in preparation.
• Welded seams interior and exterior
• Smooth surface
• Avoid sharp angles of welded accessories
Preparation of welded storage tanks is a vital step in
the protective coating process. Imperial provides a
fully enclosed, climate/environmentally controlled blast
building. Within this building, the first step of the “Polane®
Urethane” Protection Process begins.
• Steel surfaces are grit blasted using 200 H.P. of 		
compressed air at over 1000 PSI.
• During this process, mill scale and contaminants
are removed and an anchor plate of 2.5 mils
is established.
• The tank is throughly cleaned to remove
residual contamination.
• An inspection hold point is created to examine 		
every square foot of the tank for any imperfections.
The tank is then moved into an enclosed paint room
capable of handling tanks as long as 95 feet in a no
move process. The temperature and humidity in the paint

room are controlled to create the ideal coating enviroment.
It is vital at this point in the process that the tank is properly
coated within the critical window of time after blasting.

First level interior package
• 4–6 mils of Sherwin Williams FDA approved high
solids epoxy primer B62W201/B60V20.
• Our standard interior coating is FDA approved, which is
not always the case with our competition.

First level exterior paint package
• 2.2 mils of Sherwin Williams #61 V.O.C. catalyzed 		
epoxy primer.
• A final coat of Sherwin Williams Polane® H.S. Plus
Polyurethane Enamel F63 is applied.
• Our standard coverage exceeds the quality of
standard coverages being offered by our competition.
• The “Polane® Urethane” Protection Process is offered
by Imperial at three optional levels, with all offering the
same high quality process to our customers.

Special applications also available

• If the “Polane® Urethane” Protection Process doesn’t 		
fit your needs, Imperial also applies special applications
to meet customer preferred paint specifications.

